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FlipTop Twin Versatile use of space

Smart furniture can enhance employee productivity while reducing the cost of real estate, 
boosting versatility in the workplace by enabling meeting spaces to host diverse activities.

FlipTop Twin was created with flexibility in mind. A simple folding mechanism enables the 
worktop to be flipped down into place in moments, to create a meeting space. And 
flipped up and rolled away for quick and space-efficient storage. 

Smooth rolling casters enable the flexible configuring of meeting spaces to accommodate 
different uses, including training sessions, team work, group meetings or conferences, in 
just moments. 

Why FlipTop Twin?

1 – Quick and easy set-up and reconfiguration
2 – Space efficiency



Easy reconfi guration

Cutting costs is of paramount importance in today’s tough economic climate.
Organisations expect more from their fl oor space and need meetings to be quick
and effi cient.

Yet group work is dynamic and requires different settings and environments.
Individuals may need to transform quickly a U-shape confi guration into several blocks 
for small team work.
 
Space optimisation is made easy with FlipTop Twin tables.
Thanks to the intuitive folding mechanism, the FlipTop Twin tables are quickly installed 
and easily reconfi gured by the users.

Just install, use, reconfi gure and fold away.



Quick and easy installation 
FlipTop Twin is 100% symmetric. 
The top can be fl ipped to both sides either by hand 
or foot and it can be used from both sides. 
A tested safety mechanism ensures stability 
and is easily accessible from any angle.

How it works

Space efficiency
Due to it’s fl exibility and modularity FlipTop Twin 
guarantees effi cient use of meeting space. 
Unused elements can be stored neatly to clear surface areas.

Steelcase takes a life-cycle approach to the design, use and disposal of its products. From 
Materials, Production, Transportation, and Use through to End of Life, each element in the FlipTop 
Twin range of tables has been carefully considered to reduce its impact on the environment.

FlipTop Twin is 43% recyclable 
by weight. The packaging is 
100% recyclable  

FlipTop Twin is made from up to 62% 
recycled content. It was designed to 
minimize the number of components and different
materials to eliminate waste, and is PVC free  

System overview

Table top shapes Dimensions in mm Rectangular

W 1300 D 650 x

W 1500 D 750 x

W 1600 D 650 | 800 x

W 1800 D 650 | 800 x
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Digital surface material images are provided as a preliminary color reference and should not be used for �nal color selection.


